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NEW M'EXlCO HIST,ORICAL
REVIEW
VOL. X

APRIL, 1935

CIVIL ,GOVERNMENT AND SOCIETY I,N NEW
MEXICO IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
By FRANCE

V~

SCHOLES

' HIS ESSAY will describe briefly the form ~nd character
T of government in the province of New Mexico in the
period preceding the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, the character of
the non-aboriginal population, and the bases of provincial
economics.'

.A. NEW MEXICO AND NEW SPAIN
New Mexico in the seventeenth century was the vast
northland, extending from the Rio Colorado eastward to the
Great Plains, and from the northern 'frontier of the province of New Biscay northward to the Strait of Anian:No
attempt was ,made to define its 'limits, for there was l'fO
need; and Spain was willing that the area comprised un'der
the phrase, '''the Kingdom and Provinces of New ,Mexico,'~
should remain as indefinite as possible, for any delimitati'Oil
bfbound'aries would have implied a limit on her claim to the
entire tran's-Mississippi country. Even to the southward;
where New Mexico had her contacts with New Spain, there
was 'no :definite boundary set up between New Mexico and
,

'

1. ' The materiaIB on which this essay is based consist mostly of manuscript

lources in the archives of Mexico and Spain which the author has investigated during'
recent years' in preparation for his two projected studics: (1) Church and Sta'te in

New Mexico in the Seventeenth Century; (2) History of New Mexico, 158'.':llfs2,

These inanuscript materials are so extensive that no attempt will be made here '~ cite
them. except in cases Vfhere a si~gje citati~n can be used to illustrate a particUlar
point, Most of the essay consists of generalizations based on the whale range ,of
aourcetJ.
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New Biscay prior to 1680. Th'e desert wastes of Qhihuahua
were an effectiye barrier to the rapid extension of settle~
ment from either the north or the south, so that questions of
jurisdictional limits· of the two provinces were largely
'
theoretical.
-Thus New Mexico may be thought of as Spain's claim
to the north country-an empire in itself, stretching for
hundreds. of miles in all directions. The New Mexicans
themselves knew little about the greater part of this vast
land, although exploring expeditions were sent out to the
frontiers from time to time to test its possibilities. The
area over which the provincial a.uthorities exercised effec.tive jurisdiction was definitely limited, and comprised only
a fraction of the total which bore the name of New Mexico.
It extended from the puebio of Taos on the north to the
pueblo of Senecu, and later to the Manso-Suma area, OD;
the south,' and from the.Hopi towns of eastern Arizona on
the west to the pueblo of Pecos on the east. Even within
this limited area settlement was sparse, and there were
great reaches entirely uninhabited.
The province of New Mexico formed .Ii part of the viceroyalty of New Spain. It had been the desire of Onate to be
independent of all supervisory authority in the New WorId
and to be subject directly to the king and c.ouncil in Spain,
.but his efforts to this end were never crowned with success.·
After the resignation of Onate, .responsibility for the 'government of New Mexico was assumed by the viceregal
authorities of New 'Spain. Governors of the province were
appointed by the viceroy who exercised a general supervision over military and civil administration. The audiencia
of Mexico became the cour~ of appeal, and it actively advised
,

I

2. The El Paso missions were founded and. administered by New Mexican ·friars.
under the protection and patronage of the governors of the province, but apparently
the issue of actual legal jurisdiction over the EI Paso area neVer became a practical
problem until after the Pueblo. Revolt when the Spanish' refugees were. settled
near the' Pas'-. cr. E. Hughes, The Beginnings of Settlement in' the El Paso District.
(Berkeley. 1914). pa:Bsim.'
3.G.-P. Hammond, Don Juan de Onate and the Founding of New Me"'ico (Santa'
Fe, 1927), passim.
.
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the viceroy on all matters of high policy concerning the
province. In financial matters the viceroy and the royal
officials of the central treasury in Mexico City had control.
The measure of control which the viceregal authorities
were able to maintain over local administration in New
Mexico varied greatly from time to time, but at best it was
ineffective, especially at the time of crisis. This was due
mostly to the great distance-some fifteen hundred miles-:which separated Mexico City from Santa Fe. At least a
third of the distance was semi-desert country, inhabited by.
hostile, nomadic tribes. The mission supply caravan usually
took some six months to make the journey each way, and
frequently remained another six months in the province, so
that a year and a half was counted a normal round trip. It
was possible, of course, to make the journey in much less
time, and dispatches of mail were sometimes sent in a few
weeks. But even with the greatest speed, many months
elapsed before the provincial authorities could consult the
viceroy and get a reply, or before aggrieved parties in New
.Mexico could file their complaints and get redress, for, in
addition to the factor of distance, there were the inevitable
delays in the ·processes of coloniaf administration to be
reckoned with. To make matters worse, it was exceeding1Y
difficult. for an administrative officer in Mexico City to form
an accurate judgment concerning the trustworthiness of the
reports on. the basis of which he was obliged to make his
decision. Such' reports were always highly circumstantial,
if not sometimes positively falsified. Moreover, the frankly.
expressed prejudices of .the viceroy or his aids sometimes·
influenced their decisions on local New Mexican affairs, and
if it is·true that some of the governors of the province were
merely the favorites of the viceroy, or had been granted
office asa result of outright bribery, then justice was bound
to be perverted. This state of affairs had an exceedingly
unfortunate effect on provincial development, for it encour~
aged arbitrary government and made possible the gravest
sort of administrative abuses. If tardy justice was exacted.
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. ~n.~ few-notorious cases; this could not offset theevil·effects
9.fabus~s which had been allowed to go. unpunished ·for
Y.e.ars.

B... THE

PROVlNCIALGOVERNOR

The contract by which Juan de Onate was granted
authority to conquer and·colonize New Mexico gave him and
his heirs for two generations the title of Adelantado, Governor, 'and Captain' General. He and his family, also 'r~
ceived certain important privileges and exemptions, admin,.
isfrative and fiscal, of the sort usually granted to founders
of new provinces. When Onate resigned his offices and
titles. in 1607, the viCeroy appointed 'Juan Martinez de Mon...;
toya, one of Onate's captains, to act as governor ad interim
pending the decision concerning the fate of the colony,but
the cabildo of San Gabriel refused
accept the.appointment
~nd on its own responsibility named Onate's young son, Don
'Cristobal, to govern" The Onates, father and son, were,
therefore, in charge of the province until the winter of
1609-1610 when Pedro de Peralta', a new appointee, arrived
and assumed control. Administration of the province was
based henceforth on 'general colonial legislation and policy;
instead of on a speci~lcontract between the Crown and the
local leader. The title of Adelantado was dropped, and
Peralta and his successors had th~ usual rank and titles of
Governor and Captain General.
During the period from 1609 to 1680 twenty-three regJllarly appointed governors ruled the province. The average
term.of office was thus slightly more than three years, which
was ,the term provided by law." The shortest was about six
months and the longest exactly seven years." AppoIntments

to

4.
5.

Hammond, op: cit., pCL8sim. .
Recopi1n.c£on de las lelle8 de la8 Indias, lib. v. tit.i. ley x, The patent of
~ppointment of Gov. Antonio de Otermfn, appointed in 1677, stated: " •.• e .tenido
por vien 'de eliHros y nombraros como por la pr~sentc os elijo y nombro por ml
go~. y capn. genl. ...' por tiempo de ·tres (alios) y poco mas 0 menos," etc. Titulo .de
gor: y Capn. ,genl. 8 Feb., 1677._Miscellaneous viceregal orders and decrees .co=e1'7l·
~g New Me",ic~. i673-1677.· Archivo Genera:l y Publico de la Naci6n, M~xico (to be
c;i~·hereafter as A. G. M.), ReaJes Cedulas y 6rdenes, Duplicados, Tomo 81.
,
6. The shortest .term was 'that of Juan FI6res de Sierra y' Valdez, spring to
fall, 1641; the longest was that' of Juan de Eulate, Dec. 22, 1618, to Dec. 21. 1625~ .
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were'made iIi, Mexico eity, butthe actual term of office began
OillY, when the new governor arrived and received, the

lJast6tJ

of'office from his predecessor: Salary, which was two;thou'"
sand pesos annually, began with the date of departure from
:Mexico City and .ended with the date of transfer of atithorityto a ,successor in New Mexico. In the case of absence or
death of a governor, control was assumed by the cabildo of
Santa Fe or by a lieutenant appointed by the, regular incumbent:
, It was the governor's function to promote the general
advancement of the province, to secure the administration
of justice, to defend the province from internal revolt and
from attack by outside 'enemies, especially the marauding'
nomads, to foster and protect the missions, and to protect
the settled Pueblo Indians from abuse and e:?Cploitation. The
governor was at once the political leader of the province, the
commander-in-chief of its military establishment, 'its legislator on all matters of local provincial policy, and its most
important judicial officer. His powers were wide enough to
permit an honest and, energetic man to maintain discipline
and secure justice, or to mak~ it possible for a self-seeking
offi~ial to become a .local tyrant."
7. In 1641, Gov. Juan FI6res de Sierra y Valdez, realizing that he was dying.
appointed a well-known soldier, Francisco G6mez, to rule as lieutenant-governor in biB
place. But the cabildo of Santa Fe refused to 'accept this arrangement, and assumed
full authority itself.
. ,
8. The powers which the governor exercised were defined in the general legislation on colonial administration and iIi the instruction given to each governor at the
ti";e of his appointment. The Recopi!aciOn and Sol6ranzo's commentaries (Pol£tica
Indiana) contain the essential general legislation. The "Ordenanzas . . • para los
nuevos descubriniientos;;'1573, (Col. doc. inedit. . , . de America' l/' Oceonia, XVI.
142-187) should be consulted, and also Onate's contract in C. W .. Hackett, Historical

documents relating to New Mexico, N1teva Vizcaya and approaches thereto, to 1779
(Wash;·1923j, I, 225-255.

The instructions issued to Peralta in 1609 and those ,given
They. are practically identical ~o it is
apparent that the governor's instructions followed a set formula which was varied
only· with regard to special problems arising from time to, time. Peralta's instruction
has been printed,. Spanish text and English translation, by. L. B. Bloom and I. L.
ChaveS, "Ynstrucci6n a Peralta," NEW MEX. HIST. REV., IV (1929), 178-187.' Otermin's·instruction: UYnstrucci6n de ]0 que a de'guardar don Antonio Otermin . . 0'" in
to Otemin in 1677 have 'been preseryed.

Miscellaneous

viceregal orders 'and

decrees

concerning

A. G. M., Reales Cedulas y 6rdenes, Duplicados, Tomo 31.

New

Mexico.' 1679-1671.

In 1621 special instructions
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The oblig~tion to promote the general welfare of the'
province, implied a wide range of authority.. The governor
was empowered to, issue 'necessary ordinances and decrees,
general and special; to divide the province into lesser administrative districts; to' appoint lesser officials; and' to
supervise the, government of the Villa' de Santa' Fe' and of
the rural subdivisions or jurisdictions." It is 'his duty to
assist i,n every possible manner the growth and well being
of the non-aboriginal community: to sel~ct suitable sites for
settlements, taking care that the population was not unduly
scattered; to foster the irowth of the Villa de Santa Fe and
the, maintenance there of an adequate soldier-encomendero
citizenry; to supervise the assignment of lands 'and water
rights outside the Villa de Santa Fe; and to prevent the citizens from absenting themselves from the province without
his license.'" He was responsible also for the maintenance
. of public buildings, such as the Casa Real, strongholds and
forts, and' supply depots, and for maintenance of roads and
comm'unications, especially the Camino Real through the
Rio Grande valley to El Paso and New Spain. Once during
his term of office the governor was e:lCpect'ed to make a formal visitation' of his province in order to inquire into the
state of the community, to correct abuses and to make any
pecessary changes in the local administration. Although
the visitation had a certain value in giving the governor
ll

----.-

.

9. Cf. "Ordenanzas . . . para lOB nuevOB descubrimientos," and Oiiate's contract
based on, them.
, 10. IMtruetion.to Peralt<l.
11. RecopilaeUn, lib. v, tit. ii, leyes xV-xxi.

were sent (",'Custodian Perea and Governor Eulate. During the years preceding,1621
the Civil and ecclesiastical authoritiei< had filed a .series of charges and counter-charges
with the viceroy as the result of bitter controversy between the Church and State.
The instructions were in tended to bring peace to the' two jurisdictions and dealt with
many phases of general provincial policy. The first, dated Jan. 9, 1621. addressed to
Custodian Perca, was in the form of a real proviai6n, issued in the name of· the
Crown. in order to give it especial authority.. It has heen published in English translation by L. B. Bloom in NEW MEX. RIST. REV., V (1930), 288-298. The second. dated
Feb. 5, 1621, addressed to Governor Eulate, has also been published by Bloom, Spanish
text and English translation, in NEW MEX. RIST. REV., III (1928), 357-380. The four
'sets of instructions will be cited individually as Instruction to Peralta. Instruction to

Perea, etc,
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.knowledge of local affairs, it sometimes degenerated into a
sort of inquisitorial process on the governor's part, or became an endless affair of charge and counter-charge on the
part of aggrieved parties. On all important matters he was
expecte<l to secure the advice of, the leaders of the clergy
and the cabildo of Santa Fe." It was required of him also to
make frequent reports to the viceroy on all matters of importance.
The· administration of justice in this new and struggling community was likely to be more an affair of administration than of· law, and a practical executive was more
effective than a man with a flare for legal'technicaIity. This
was true especially with respect to the relationships of the
two systems of law, the civil and the ecclesiastical, for the
delimitation of the spheres of action of the civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions was ever a fruitful source of controversy. The specific sphere of action of the governor as a
judicial officer included such matters as (1) cases of military discipline and privilege under the military fuero; (2)
cases of sedition including unauthorized departure from the
province; (3) cases involving questions of encomienda and
allocation of the revenues therefrom; (4) cases dealing with
Indians in the Villa de Santa Fe.18 The governor also had
appellate jurisdiction in cases appealed from the magistrates of the Villa de Santa Fe and in cases settled in the
first instance by the alcaldes mayores of the rural subdivisions."
.
One of the principal. duties of the governor was the
orga~ization of defense. This involved defense of the nonaboriginal population from possible Indian revolt,· protec12.

Instruction to Eulate.

13. This jurisdiction over Indians within the Villa de Santa Fe is explicitly
stated in the Instruction to Peralta.'
14.. The governor's instructions contain no references to judicial matters except
the specific statement concerning jurisdiction over the Indians in the Villa de Santa
Fe. The appellate jurisdiction of governors, corregidores, and alcaldes mayores (i.e.,
these alcaldes tnayores such as we find in parts of New Spain proper, whose authority
was often more or less co-equal with that of governors) with respect to cases coming
from the villas is recognized by Solorzano (PoUtica Indiana, lib. v, cap. i, ill and

tioni of'f-:dars! laboring· in, dangerous; ar.eas;. and' the.,most.im:portant problem; or finding a~ sohlti.on: of:: the~ perennial
Apache· menace. He-, was responsible- for·the; generali dir.e~
lion of aU military, campaigns, distributi.oll of. arms and
ammunition;. assignment of soldiers>, for.' escor,t: and: gar:rison, duty, ,and; the maintenance of discipline; During the
early, years of, the seventeenth century, the' military' phases
of provincial administration were limited mostly tothe;pr.o+
tection.offriars at missions, and escort for the supply' caravan. During the second half of the. century,. however; the
problem changed, for the growing danger' from the Apaches
became the most important phase·of'defense,"and in the 1670s
it, was the paramount provIncial problem.
The formal military establishment of the province was
small' and loosely organized, for prior -to 168.0' there was no
regular' presidio or paid garrison. Occasionally soldiers
were sent out from New Spain on a salary for a stated term,
but' the core of the local military force was a group of pro::,
fessional soldier-citizens who made military st?rvice and participation in the political' affairs of the province a life job,
. They were;paid no regular salary by the Crown," but they
received encomiimdas, the revenues from· which' were to
be· in lieu, of !?alary. Most of them, moreover; supple'mented the ihcome which they received' from their encom':'
i~nda. by farming and stock raising on, their own account.
l

It appears that prior to 1631 encomenderos sometimes served; as escort
supply ca~~yaI).8, as weIl as. for friars; at~ dangerous missions., Cf. Instruction .
to Elllate.
The treasury accounts indicate that payment was made in certain
cae.es. for escort duty for the caravans. ,A:.G.!., Contaduria 726. After· 1631 the
supply caravan had its own special' escort paid by the Crown. See terms" of the
1631· contract in F. V. Scholes, "The supply service of' the' New Mexico missions· in
the seventeenth century," 'NEW MEX. HrST. REV., V (1930), p. 111. ,In 1664 ,a new
contract regulating the supply service was made and ex-Governor Manso,. to ,whom
th". new contract was.granted, agreed to .pay the cost of the escort. Scholes, op. cit.,
p. 393.

15.

fo~,.the

iQ.,·t~e Recopilaci6n. lib. v, tit. xii, Ieyes xii, xxvi. For pr~cedent with regard to the
. appe~ate jurisdiction-. of a' governor over. subordinate· alcaldes maY-ores Bee Recopi14:ci6n, lib. v,: tit. xii, ley xxvii, which provided for appeal from the alcaldes mayores, of
the Rio, de la Plata, to the governors of the, same. Onate's contract.. based on' the
·'OrdenanzaB' . . . para lOB nuevos descu1}rim~entos;" provided .. specifically for:- such
appellate jurisdiction over· both the alcaldes ,ordinarios ·ofyiIlas ·and· alcaldes mayores.
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The:only'paid military' official; except the-governor, was!the
armorer who: received three hundred and fifty pesos a year.
The.number·of these encomendero-soldiers.was set at thirty;:.
five. They' formed- the professional service" and many of
them~attained·the·rankof captain or higher. They were to
be r.eady at all times to answer a summons'to'doescort duty
and to serve in small groups as local pueblo guards. In
times, of special crisis they' assumed commanl;l of larger
levies' consisting of fifty or one hundred Spaniards and
mestizos and a much larger force of Indian allies. Over
these professional soldiers the governors exercised direCt
control and authority; They appointed all of the officers and
they allocated theencomiendas from which the professionals
derived a part of their income. It was possible, therefore,
for the' governors to build up a definite military faction
favorable to their own interest.
Financial administration was a very minor phase of
the governor's activity. Onate had recei\red permission to
establish a branch treasury; regulate mining, etc,'" As a
matter of fact; very little revenue, if any at all, was derived
from the province; There is no evidence that mining. was
successfully carried on, even on a minor scale, so that there.
were no fifths to be collected~ There were no-royal tributes,
for all of the Indians were subject to encomienda. Tithes
were paid by the non-aboriginal community but it does not
appear that the Crown collected its share. The half-annate
(media. anata) was levied on the governor's salary, but it
was. collected in Mexico City!' .Whether New'Mexico was
exempt· from the alcabala, or sales tax, cannot be determined
but there is no evidence to prove that it was collected on the
primitive intra-provincial commerce.
The obligation of the civil authorities to co-operate iil
the entire missionary program, both in the active teachirig .
16.
17.
probably
prior to
study of

Cf. Onate's contract.
The media anata was collected on Governor Samaniego's salary in 1652 and
on the salary of all other governors during the remainder of the period
1680. I am indebted to Prof. L. B. Bloom (who has made an intensive
the materials in A.G.I., Contaduria) for' information on this point.
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of the new faith and in the maintenance of mission discipline, was stated in numerous royal orders and decrees.'"
There could be no doubt concerning the duty of the governor'
in this respect. It was expected that he would set a good
example to the :Indians, an example not only of good, moral
living but also of respect and deference for the friars. It
was his duty also to' assist actively in the conversions, to
exhort the .Indians to accept the new faith, to aid in the
building of churches, and to encourage the Indians to aid
the friars and to honor and obey them. Above all, it was
necessary that the civil authorities should support the friars
not only in enforcing attendance at mass, but also in stamping out concubinage and the practice of the old ceremonials.
How inadequately some of the governors" a~d other
civil officers fulfilled all these obligations is indicated by
even the most casual study of the documentary sources for
the seventeenth century. , Tl?ey failed often to assist in the'
active program of conversion and teaching, but more important was the -lack of co-operation- in the maintenance of.
mission discipline. Several governors were accused of
inciting the Indians to acts of disobedience and violence.
Mendizabal and the clergy quarreled, over the question'of
corporal punishment for infractions of discipline. On the
highly important question' of the old ceremonial dances the
governors followed a vacillating policy. Some governors,
like Eulate, and Mendizabal, encouraged the Indians ,to perform the old ritual. On the other hand; there were occasions
when the Indians were sever~ly punished for loyalty to the
old ways, and more than once native priests were rounded
up, whipped, and some of them hanged. It is not surprising
that the Indians soon lost all respect for their new ma'sters,
both friars and soldiers, and came to mistrust the 'whole
Spanish community and to react violently against the entire
fund of Spanish culture.
The governor's authority and influence over Indian
relations were. of the greatest importance. Spanish legisla18.

RecopikLcwn, lib. i, tit. i, leyes ii, v-xvi.

..
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tion on Indian affairs represented a compromise between
the humanitarian principles of sixteenth century Spanish
jurisprudence and the absolute need of the dominant Spanish creole minority in the New World for Indian labor. The
.Indians were obliged to pay tribute either to the Crown or
·to private individuals (encomenderos). As hired servants
-and laborers they were indispensable for almost any colonial
enterprise. The legislation on tribute and labor. was detailed
enough and was intended to protect the Indians from exploitation. Execution of these laws, especially in far-away
provinces, only too often failed to measure up· to the principles of justice that inspired them. Even the most earnest
administrator found it difficult to root out abuses, for the
opposition of the non-aboriginal community, the class of
vested interest, whose very existence depended on the encomienda tributes or the hired labor of the Indians, was
usually so great that reforms were seldom permanent. And
disinterested provincial officials were rare. Many of the
provincial governors, alcaldes mayores, and corregidores
were themselves exploiters of the Indians, rather than their
protectors.
Almost without exception the governors of New Mexico were interested in using the Indians for their own profit,
and instead of curbing abuses were often the worst offenders. The documentary sources are full of. evidence dealing
with the methods which they employed to exploit the
Indians. A common practice was to require each pueblo to
manufacture mantas and paint them with various designs,
and sometimes workshops for the same purpose were set up
in Santa F€ itself where the Indians were pressed into serv-.
ice for long hours and under miserable conditions. Indians
of those pueblos that were situated near the salt fields were
used to cart or carry salt to centrally located depots. The
eastern frontier pueblos were used as trading posts, and the
Indians were sent out to the buffalo plains to trade with the
Apaches for hides and slaves. Pinon was a prime luxury in
Mexico and had a value there ten times the New Mexico
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price. The gov:ernors eagerly' pressed groups: of Indians
into service to range: over the mountains' and~ gather large
supplies: of. this delicacy; Indianartisans:were~ employed
build wagons and' carts for the transport of all these goods
to the markets of New Spain;, UsuaIly' the governors
shipped out these accumulated stocks of g~ods; either at the
end' of their terms, or took 'advantage of the return journey
of'the mission supply service. OccasionaIly; however; they
organized special caravans; and pressed Indians intoservice as servants: and' muleteers. It. was sometimes charged
that no provision was made' for' the immediate ~eturn of
these Indians to New Mexico, or for their living while in
New, Spain, and that ,consequently many never returned, or
had to undergo privation and hardship until they could join,
the next mission caravan on its way to, New Mexico.
.
Not only were these trading ventures indirect viol~
tion, of royal legislation which forbade the governors to
engage in any sort of business or trade,19 but there is ample
evidence also that the Indians were often forced to labor
without pay ahd that even when wages were paid they feIl
far short. of the standard scale of payor that the goods
which were given in' exchange (and all labor was paid in
kind), were often valued far above their true worth. When
Governor Mendizabal's residencia was being taken in 1661,
the attorney for the Indians claimed that Meridizabal, owed
in balances due more than twenty-four hundred pesos to the
Indians for various services, or an equivalent of more than
n:in~teen thousand days of labor at the rate of one real a
day. Mendizabal insisted that many. of the claims were
exaggerated 'or that they had already been paid, but even
if the sum total were cut in half it would still be clear proof
, of the manner in which a governor could exploit Indians.
When the complete residencia record was presented before
the audiencia for final judgment,. Mendizabal was found
guilty on the. general charge of. illegal use of Indian labor;llIl

fo

19.
20.

Recopilaci6n. lib., 6, tit. ii, ley xlvii.
The .residencia is in A. G.M'., Tierras. Tomo' 8268.
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Actual enslavement of adult Pueblo Indians was rare,
and was usually a punishment for certain crimes. There is
direct and irrefutable evidence, however, that Governor
Etilate sometimes gave. written permission to soldiers to
seize Indian orphans as house servants. The clergy insisted
that these unfortunate children were subjected to perpetual
servitude and they w~re hunted down, "as if they were
branded slaves," if they fled from their masters. It may be
doubted, however, whether the authorities regarded them as
slaves. It. is more likely that the permits or vales by which
seizures were authorized were issued on the presumption
that the master of such a seized orphan would teach and indoctrinate him, and serve as a sort of guardian, and that in
return for such protection and training the master. had a
. claim on the orphan's servlces.:n Of course this might easily
mean actual, if not legal slavery, for the same theory
.appears to have been the basis of the Apache slave system to
be described below. Whether this practice of impressing
Pueblo children as house servants was generally practiced
throughout the country cannot be determined. It was a
common practice during Eulate's administration, and
Father Perea declared in 1633 that Governor Mora Ceballos
,permitted the seizure of 'boys and girls who had no need for
guardianship." But this is all the evidence we have. It is
sufficient, however, to indicate a certain trend, which might
become permanent unless stopped by active denunciation
and resistance.
.
rhe capture of Apaches, especially .boys and girls, to 'b~
used as house servants, was, however, a common practice,
and the governors ~eceived their share of these spoils of
frontier warfare. The relations of the Pueblos to the
Apaches and Navahos during the seventeenth centuryaIter-nated between peace and hostility just as they had in the
21. The evidence on this point is in a miscellaneous group of letters. declarations.
etc. in A. G. M. Inquisici6n. Tomo 856, If. 257-817. A few specimen "ales are incl~ded in the exp·ediente.
.
. 22. FrIar ·Estevan de ·Perea to the HoiyOffice, 2 Oct.• 1632.
ei6n. Tomo 80'"

A. G. ·M. Inquisl-
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past; but as the century advanced there was a definite increase in the amount of hostility, for instead of bringing
'peace to the nomads and the Pueblos the Spaniards were
responsible for a sharpening of the old feuds.
The Spaniards brought to New Mexico horses, firearms, and knives, and thus made possible that kind of guerilla warfare which has ever since been inseparably connected with the name Apache. The governors and soldiers
of the new Hispanic community saw'in the Apaches and
Navahos a source of profit and they were quick to take advantage of the commerciai possibilities of such frontier
pueblos as the pueblo of Pecos and the Tompiro villages,
which had traded with the Apaches long before the Spaniard arrived. Not content with the profits of trade in these
frontier villages, the Spaniards sent expeditions to the
buffalo plains to trade with the Apaches direct. ' But such
expeditions had the habit of degenerating into hostilities
during which captives were made on both sides, the Spaniards seizing young boys and girls as slaves, and the
Apaches, horses and guns. From these simple beginnjngs
was built up the long aIid sad story of the Apache tribes in
their relations with the European.
The Spaniards found these ventures extremely profitable. Buffalo hides and Apache slaves found a ready sale
not only in New Mexico, but also in New Spain, and the
royal prohibitions against slave raids were usually futile
in the face of a real profit. It was easy to argue that the ,
~paches thus captured were not being traded as slaves but
that they were being deposited in the homes of Christian
families where they, would receive Christian teaching'. and
, save their souls. Such sophistry did not prevent the slave
girls'and boys from having a value of thirty or forty pesos,
or, more correctly, the value of one good mule." What is
'most deplorable of all is the fact that the provincial gov23. The prices are fo;'nd in the records of Mendiziibal's residencia, A. G. Mo.
Tierras, Tomo 3268. It is indicated that the Pueblos also learned the profit to be
gained from making captives of the- nomads, in order· to trade them to the Spaniards
for hol"l'C8. mules, and sheep.
•
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ernors were probably the worst offenders. When Governor
Eulate arrived in Mexico City at the end of his seven year
term of office,' he was arrested by the civil authorities there
and one of the charges was that he had brought from New
Mexico several Indian slaves." Governor Rosas was· ac~
cused of complicity in the capture of friendly Apaches,
some of whom were sold in New Spain as slaves and the
others put to work in his own workship in Santa Fe.'" At
.the time of his arrest by the Inquisition in 1662, Governor
Mendizabal claimed that he owned, or had an interest in,
some ninety Apache slaves. His enemies stated that on one
occasion, having induced a' group of Apache (Navaho)
warriors to come to Jemez in peace and friendship, he not
only ordered a treacherous attack on them during which
fifteen were killed, but also executed a follow-up raid on
the camp of the nomads nearby during which ten men and
thirty women and children were captured.'"'. Mendizabal's
successor, Diego de Pefialosa, even sent several Apache boys
and girls to Mexico City as gifts to.his friends." These
examples could easily be multiplied but they are sufficient to
indicate that the seizure of unconverted nomadic tribesmen
to be used as personal servants was a common practice and
that enslavement was actual, if not legal.
These acts of treachery and violence sharpened the
age-old hostility between the Apaches and the inhabitants
of the settled areas. Inspired bya growing hatred and emboldened by new methods of warfare made possible by the
horse and new weapons, the nomads began an increasingly
bitter 'war of attrition against the Hispano-Indian set~le
ments. The Spaniards in turn seized upon these attacks as
an excuse for new campaigns and to the vicious circle thus
created there was no end.
24.· A. G. M., Reales CCdulas y 6rdenes, Duplicadas, Tomo 8.
25. Petition of Juan Francisco de Salazar, 5 July, 1641, in Expediente sobre el
levantamiento del Nuevo Mexico y pasajes con los religios08 de San Francisco de
aquella provincia en el que se trata del proceder del Obispo Don Juan Palafox.
(1640-1646), Archivo General de India. (to be cited hereaftr as A. G. 1.). Patronato
244, No.7.
26. A. G. M., Tirras, Tomos 3268, 3283, 8286.
27. A. G. M., Tierras, Torno 3288.
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Thus the gov:ernor~s,power and inf1.uence were extensive and were easily 'expanded either by generous interpretations,of instructions or hy extra:"legal actiori. All of the
governors were jealous of their prerogatives and sensitive
of their position as representatives of the Crown. They
se~ the standard and tone of provincial administration. They
came into contact with every provincial citizen of importance, and the character of government easily took on a
personal aspect. Very much depended, therefore, on the
ability, character, and personality of the men who were
appointed to the post.
The governors who served in New Mexico prior to 1680
were, with one exception, men who-had had no previous experience in New Mexican affairs. Many Of them, however,
had served the Crown in some naval, military, or administrativecapacity, as'corregidores or alcald~s mayores.in New
Spain or Peru, as officers in the galleon service, as aides to
the viceroy, or as garrison commanders. A few of them
may have had formal university training, but most of them
had been trained only in the rough and tumble of -colonial
administration. In, making appointments the viceroys
sometimes took advantage of the opportunity to reward-a
favorite and some of them may not have been adverse -to
accepting a bribe. In 1647 one 'of the New Mexican ,,friars,
writing a general complaint to the king, was quite explicit
in his statement that some of the, governors were mere
creatures of the viceroy and owed their appointment to the
purchase of the Viceroy's favor.""
Present knowledge of the governors is confined mostly
to a few individuals who incurred the wrath of the clergy,
and the character of these men, as described in the friar
complaints, is far from complimentary. - Even if we -discount heavily the denunciations of the friars there remains
ample proof of the fact that some of them werearbittary in
their conduct of the government, openly immoral, crass, and,
28. Friar Andres Suarez to the kin'g, 26 Oct., 1647.
Reale. CeduJas y 6rdene.., Principale., 'Tomo III, No. 103.

Enclosure ~n ,A. G. ,lit.•
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. entirely unscrupulous. The most general complaint that can
be laid up against them as a group wits their eager and persistent desire to squeeze a profit out of their office. The salary was fairly good, as compared with other official salaries in New Spain, but it was not the salary that made men
.accept an appointment in a province fifteen hundred miles
from Mexico City. It was the opportunity for gain. Their
profits from trade, stock-raising, and exploitation of Indian
labor were, in some cases, far in excess of their salary.
It must not be supposed, however, that there were no
means of curbing the tyranny and greed of a self-seeking
governor or of punishing him for malfeasa~ce in office.
Every governor was obliged to submit to a formal residencia
at the end of his term of office. The residencia was required
of all important administrators throughout Spanish America and the Crown had laid dovJn definite regulations ~on
cerning it.2\)·· That it did not achieve the end intended is only
too well known, and New Mexico .was no exception in. this
respect. Bribery was employed to thwart justice and more
than one governor went free on that account.'" On the other
hand, in' a few cases for which there is definite direct information in any amount, it is clear that the residencia could
be, and sometimes' was, a serious matter.. The most detailed
residencia report that we have is for Bernardo Lopez de
Mendizabal, who was governor from 1659 to 1661. Mendizabal's policies aroused the bjtter opposition of the Church
and of a considerable faction of the civil community,. and
very serious charges were brought against him during his
residencia which was conducted by his successor, Diego de
Penalosa Briceno, who did not hesitate to take advantage
of Mendizabal's difficulties for his own personal profit. The
. residencia and the trial by the Inquisition in Mexico City,
29. Recopi14cWn, lib.. v. tit. xv. .
80. The clergy accused Governor LUis' de Rosas of accepting a bribe from Gov.
ernor Francisco de Baeza. Petition of Juan Francisco de Salazar. 5 July, 1641, in
Expediente sobre el levantamiento, etc. A. G. r., Patronato 244, No.7. Friar Andres
Suarez in his letter to the kiml. Oct. 26, 1647, accused the governor in office at that
time of similar offense. See note 28 ·l!'ltpru.
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to which he was subjected in 1663-1664, ruined Mendizapal
financillI'ly and so undermined his already' delicate health
that he died before the Inquisition decided his case. Another means of checking arbitrary government was the
power and influence of the cabildo of Santa Fe, for, although
this group was frequently co~troIIed by the governor, there
are instances which indicate that thecabildo sometimes offered strenuous resistance to a governor and his policies."
Most important, however, was the influence and authority of
the Church. This consisted ,not only of such strictly ecclesiastical weapons as ex-communication and penance, but
also of active opposition to certain policies of administration. ,Moreover, the authority of the Inquisition, once it
was ,established in New MeXico, became a weapon of first
, importance.
In 1682 Governor Otermin faced the danger of open
sedition among the discontented refugees who were living.
nearEl Paso after the tragic revolt of 1680. The attempted
reconquest of 1681-1682 had failed, food was scarce, and
th~re was real danger that the Indians of EI Paso, aided by
the Apaches and rebel 'Pueblos, might 'attack the .Spanish
settlements. Many of the soldiers, wanted to abandon the
area and move to New Biscay, and when Otermfn refused
to accept these proposals several of the soldiers fled, to Mexico City. There they :presented serious charges agaiilst
Otermfn and accused him of actions which, so they s\'1id, had
directly provoked the Pueblo Revolt. In his own defense,
Otermin wrote a long letter to the viceroy, in which he declared that the governors of New Mexico had always been
subjected to criticism, opposition, and even violence on 'the
part of malcontents, lay or ecclesiastical, among the Spanish community. For example, Peralta had been unjustly
imprisoned -by Friar Isidro Ordonez, prelate of the Frandscalls, in conspiracy with a faction of the soldiers. OppoS1

31.

A.--G. M., Tierras, Tomos 3268, 3283. 3286; .Inquisici6n. Tomos 587, 598,_ 594."

-32. The cabildo and' Mendizabai were on veri bad terms, and the procurator ot"
the villa presented a bitter denunciation of Mendiza~ before his j~dge of residencia.
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sition to the policies of Sotelo Osorio had reduced him to the '
extremity of leading his own horse to water! S,ilva Nieto's
own servants had turned against him and one Of them later
murdered him in Zacatecas. Mora Ceballos had been so
persecuted that he had to take refuge in the Convent of
Galisteo. Rosas had been murdered by a faction of the citizenry. Argiiello had been sent out of New Mexico a prig;..
oner, but near Parral he had escaped, "leaving his property
dissipated and destroyed." Against Guzman y Figueroa
such serious chargesw'ere brought that he had left New
Mexico before his term of office was ended. Ugarte y la
Concha, "who was upright in justice," had been imprisoned
. and subjected to open insult. Samaniego, "a virtuous and
exemplary gentleman,'~ had been denounced in a bill of pB:r:"
ticulars consisting of seventeen demandas. Manso had suf.,.
fered undue severity in his residencia. Mendizabal and
Pefialosa had been tried by the Holy Office. ,During his
first term of office Miranda had been deprived of office, arrested, imprisoned in the Casa de Cabildo, and subjected· to
an "iniquitous residencia." Villanueba had been utterly
ruined financially, and departed from New Mexico "with
only what he had on his back" Against Medrano such seri-'
ous charges had been made that "like a madman he fled the
house in which he lived (at a time when there'was) half a'
vara of snow (on the ground), a Cristo in his hands, lance
and cloak on his shoulder, shouting that he was leaving for
Mexico to seek justice from God and the King ,against a
people abandoned by God.""
No doubt Otermin was greatly agitated when he wrote
this letter, but we do know that Peralta was imprisoned on
Friar Ordonez' authority, that Sotelo Osorio did incur the
wrath of both the clergy and the soldier-encomenderos, that
Rosas was murdered, and that both Mendizabal and Pena33. A. G.!., Guadalajara 138. Testimonio de los autos fechos sobre 1a entrnday
recuperacion de los Yndios Apostitas subleuad06 en la Prouincia de la Nueua Mexico;
fulminados por Don Antonio de Otermin Gouernador y Capitan General de dlcha
Prouincia. Ano de 1682, fl'. 212v-319. The Otermin letter, dated at San Lorenzo.
6 April. 1682. is in fl'. 250v-256.
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losa were ruined by their New· Mexico experience. Oter-,
min might also have added·other items to his bill of particu- .
lars, viz~, that Bernardino de Ceballos was excommunicated
because he failed to co-operate with the clergy in executing
an ,ecclesiastical sentence, that Eulate found his match in'
Friar Estevan de Perea, and that the clergy lodged bitter
·complaints .with. the viceroy concerning. Baeza and his
.
policies.'"
But in many cases the governors had only themselves to
blame for their difficulties, and it w()Uld be easy to be very.
severe in denunciation of the provincial governors in New
Mexico prior to 1680., Proud and haughty, frequently
greedy and crass, ruthless sometimes, some of them guilty of
grave immorality, they brought to the· administration of the
province a spirit that was frequently inconsistent with peace
and quiet and sometimes. definitely detrimental to the prog.;.
ress, not only of the Church and the missions, but also of the
struggling lay community. But theirs was no easy task.
Boldness in policy and forcefulness in action were required
to govern province like New MexiGo. The governors ·had
to make their own' decisiorisand stand by them, for .New
Spairi was far away. .They dealt with turbulent men, real
frontiersmen, and they had to match their wits with ·some •
of the keenest. ecclesiastics who served in'the missions ·of
New Spain. With all their faults they kept the colony in-.
tact for eighty years, and when tragedy marched over the
l~nd in 1680, Otermjn displayed true soldierly qualities and
was able to make an orderly retreat from Santa Fe to the
safety of the EI Paso country.

a

C.

LESSER OFFiCIALS

The governor was· assisted in the administration of
provincial business by several lesser officials and by the cabildo of the Villa de Santa Fe. The most important of the
lesser offiCials were the secretary of government and war,
34. My Church aM State in New MeoJico in the Se"enteenth Century will contain a detailed di~cussion or many
theBe incidents.
'.
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the lieutenant-governor, and the alcaldes mayores, all of
whom were appointed by the governor and held office at his
pleasure.
The secretary of government and war was the notary
-who attested all official documents and papers issued in the
governor's name. But he was more than a mere notary. H~
was an active adviser on all problems, and an energetic
secretary could have a profound influence over administra~
tion. Many governors probably welcomed the services ot'
an able secretary who had had several years of experience
in the province, for most of them knew nothing about their
proVince before they arrived. The secretary was the" man
on whom they relied for advice and suggestion, and it was
he who was the buffer between. the 'colony on the one hand
and the governor on the other. The post frequently wentt9
-a member of one of the older families or some well known
soldier-citizen;
. Lieutenant governors were appointed from time to time
to perform special duties, such as a visitation of the prov~
ince in the name of the governor, to administer the province
during the absence of the governor, or to assume control
over a portion of the provincial area. Fr:om about 1660
onward it was customary to divide the province into two
major subdivisions or administrative districts. .These were
known as the Rio Arriba: and the Rio Abajo, 1. e., the
upper and lower portions of the Rio Grande valley and the
neighboring districts. This administrative' innovation w~s
the result, in part, of the increasing non-aboriginal popul~,.
tion in the middle and lower portions of the valley, and, in
. part, of the need for a more active defensive policy in the
lower area where the Apaches were especially active. The
governor commanded the Rio Arriba,and the lieutenant,.
governor the Rio Abajo.
\
..
,
The alcaldes mayores administered lesser rural dis. tricts or subqivisions called jurisdictions (jurl,sdicciones)."!'
.There were at least six, perhaps eight, of these units into
85.

The term alcaldi.. mayDr

waS

seldom used before 1680.
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'Which the entire provincial area, with the exception of the
Villa de Santa Fe arid its district, was subdivided. The
:alcaldes mayores were members of that soldier-citizen-en, comendero group that formed the core of the local military
estabiishment. Their functions were' of considerable im:portance'for they were the men who came into direct .daily
contact with the Indian villages, the missions, and the estanciafr of the ·non-abbriginal population. Their' most impor, tant duties were probably police and judicial, viz., to admin'isterpetty justice, to adjust differences concerning 'lands
and water rights, to assist the friars in the maintenance of
mission discipline, to oversee the employment of Indians as
house servants, farm laborers, and herdsmen by the Spanish and caste J:anchers, and' to :supervise. the routine of
pueblo life, working with and through the.petty Indian mag:istrates and officials," The character of local administration
carried on by these men varied according to the policies and
instructions of the governors who appointed them, for although there were certain cases in which alcaldes mayores
resisted what they believed' to be an evil and detrimental
policy of' the central provincial government, these men
were obliged, in the main, to carry out the orders which
came to them from Santa Fe. In certain instances, moreover, they were nothing more than tools of the governors',
not only in exploitation of I.ndian labor, but also in an open
and avowed policy of oppositib.n to the friars and their
·work. None of them is more famous than Captain Nicolas
de Aguilar, mestizo 'and ex-murderer from New Biscay, who
was so thorough in his execution of Governor Mendizabal's
36. The difference between the alcaldes mayores of New Mexico and those greater
officials who administered the alcaldi"'; mayoreS of' New Spain proper were not so
.. much a matter of function as of autho~ity. The alcaldes mayores of New Spain
proper Were really provincial governors v.~ithout the title, and from an administrative
standpoint governors and alcaldes mayores were practically on the Bame level.' In
New Mexico they were subordinate officers, appointed by and responsible' to the
governor..: But the functions of the alcaldes mayores in both New Mexico and New
Spain were much the same. The authority to set up local administrative districts and
, 'to appoint their ,officers was granted originally to Onate, but, there was' probably' little
need for such local machinery until missionary enterprise had been extended over a
"considerable part of the Pueblo area.
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policy of opposition to the Church that the friars named him
Attila.
.
.
.
Neither the lieutenant-governor· nor the alcaldes. mayores received salary from the Crown. The alcaldes mayores
may have received certain fees but the amount was no dout>t
very small. They had ample opportunity, however, to use
Indian labor for their own profit. For, although we hear
much less about the trading ventures of the alcaldes
mayores than those of the governors, the daily contact of
the alcaldes mayores with the pueblos gave them numerqus
opportunities to squeeze the. Indian on their' own account.
They all had estancias of their own and it was an easy matter to raise groups of laborers for their own fields and to
tend their own herds."'
.
The Villa de Santa Fe was founded to tal(e the place of
the Villa de San Gabriel which had been provincial headquarters during the Onate regime. There were probably
two reasons for moving the capital to another site. First;
San Gabriel, situated at the confluence. of the Rio Chama
. and the Rio Grande, was too far north of most of the major
Pueblo areas. Second, it was close to established pueblos,
and the Indians had long ago taken up the better lands and
water rights. The founding of a new villa had been pro':'
posed prior to the change in provincial administration that
was brought about by Onate's resignation, and the most important part of the instruction to Pedro de Peralta, who
took over the administration of the province in 1609-1610;
dealt with the establishment of the new villa and its government. The site that was chosen was more centrally located
than that of San GabrieL It was at the foot of the Sangre
de Cristo range, at the point where the mountainous masses
of northern New Mexico begin to break up into lesser
ranges and give way to the open plains of the central part
of the state. It was easy of access not only to the important
87. There is not so much direct evidence of abuse of authority by ·the alcaldes
mayores in the seventeenth century as we have for the eighteenth century. . For the
eighteenth century complaints, see A. G, M., Historia. Tomo 25.
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group of pueblos in the v:alleys to the north, but also to the
southern pueblos and to those which lay on the eastern and
western frontiers. • To this new site and the settlement
which slowly grew ~p there was given the name .of Santa
Fe., Laying'out of the villa and the sites for the principal
buildings was probably done in the spring of 1610,"" and the
Spanish· population of San Gabriel was transferred to .it
during the succeeding ,months as rapidly as buildings could
be erected. From that time to the presentSanfu Fe' has
remained the capftal· of New Mexico. The Villa de $an
Gabriel was abandoned, and during the remainder of the
period prior to the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 Santa' Fe was
probably the only organized community in the province with
full local government..•
of the villa was in the hands of four
. The government
.
regidores, or council-men, elected annually. by the citizens,
and two alcaldesordinarios, or magistrates; .elected by the
regidores. They' wereass'isted ,by an alguacil, or bailiff,
and a notary elected by them. All elections were subject to
the confirmation of the governor. The official and collective'
title for this group of local officers was "Cabildo, Justicia, y
Regimiento de la Villa de Santa Fe." The cabildo had the
authority to make ordinances' for the government. of .the
villa; subject to the governor's approval, to mark off the les'servecindades, or wai'ds, to assign to the citizens house lots,
lands for gardens, vineyards and pasturage, and the necessary water rights. The two alca1des ordinarios had civil and
criminal jurisdiction in all cases within the villa and its
38. L. B. Bloom, "When was Santa Fe founded 1" NEW MEX. RIST. Rsv., IV
(1929), 188:194.
.39. There is 'some indication that in the early 1630's an effort was made to
'found a new viIla-"Ja Villa de Nuestra Senora de la Piedad de Cerralvo:' The accounts in
G. I., Contaduria, legs. 729, 732, have records of payments to pobladore8 being sent out to this new settlement.' In the papers of the Inquisition there is
reference to one Diego de Santa Cruz, "alcalde ordinario de la Va. de Nra. Sra. de
Is Piedad de Seraluo que se comiensa a poblar," etc. (1681). A. G.. M., Inquisici6n
372, Exp. 16. But there ii no evidence to indicate that the villa was actually established and maintained. Probably .the plans never got' beyond the election of officers
and ·the sending out of a few paid pobladore8. One of the pobladore8 sent out in 1631,
Roque de Cassaus, was alcalde ordinario 'of the Villa de 'Santa .Fe"in 1689 and appears
to have Jived in Santa Fe from the year 1682;
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jurisdiction, except that cases involving Indians came under
the sole authority of the governor or his lieutenant.'"
The cabildo had an influence which extended beyond the.
limits of the Villa. It was spokesman. of the entire community both in pleas to the governor and in petitions to the
viceroy and the king. On one occasion it assumed full
authority for the governmen~ of the province on the death
of the regular governor," and on another occasion the viceregal authorities' gave it authority to act in certain matters
when it was feared that the governor would not obey instructions." Moreover, the governor was instructed to seek
its advice on all matters of importance,'· so that it became
a sort of advisory council for the entire province. The right
to confirm all local elections gave the governor ali opportunity, however, to 'secure the election of persons favorable to
his interests.
In general the cabildo represented· the soldier-citizen
group, which was the dominant class in the community. A
few prominent families were able to maintain a noticeably
frequent representation among the regidores and alcaldes
ordinarios. The gachupin and creole elements tried at first
.to maintain a fair measure of control, but before long mestizos were admitted to full participation: After all, the
number of eligible persons was small, and probably most of
the citizens of any consequence had a turn at office sooner
or later. Thus the government of Santa Fe was the only
form of self-government in the province, and for that' reason
.it deserves more than passing notice~
40. Instruction to Peralta.
41. In 1641, after the death o~ Flores y Valdes.
42. In 1660 Governor Manso fled his residencia and laid before the viceroy and
audiencia serious charges against his successor, M.endizab~l. The viceroy issued cer..
tain order. which Manso was to take with him on hi. return to .New .Mexico, and
(earing that Mendizabal mighi· not execute them, the cabUdo was ins.tructed to exe.cute them: For documents on Mans.o:s residencia, see A. G. M... Tier~, Torno 3286.
43. Instructicn to Eulate.
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D.

POPULATION AND SOCIETY

The non-aboriginal population of New Mexico ,vas a
h~terog(meousgroup made up of Spaniards, creoles, castes, '
and Mexican Indians. The total number probably never e;x:ceeded twenty-five hundred during the period from 1598 to
. ~680, and the average was much less than that. During the
first three or four decades after the. founding of the province
the 'total was probably less than one thousand, and at the
time of the Pueblo Revolt it was between twenty-three and
twenty-four hundred.", The most important center of nonaborig:inal population was the Villa de Santa Fe; but as. the
number of Spaniard an.d castes slowly increased, especially
during the second half of the century, 'small hamlets were
formed and more and more farmlands were occupied at
points where water, labor, and land were available. The
most important rural areas were the valleys north of Santa
Fe and the middle Rio Grande valley between Santo
Domingo and the Piro district.
More important than the size' of the population and its
dist~ibution was its character. Prior to· 1680 New Mexico
was not a colony, in .the. real sense' of the word. There was
little to attract colonists, for the agricultural resources were
limited, trade was mere barter, and .minerals, except salt,
were not being exploited. The raison d' etre of the province
. was the missions, and the non-aboriginal population was
there mostly to sustain and defend them. The soldiers were
the leaders of the community and gave it its character. ' If, .
in the end, these men founded local families which became
44•. Four hundred and one persons, including twenty..one fria~s, were reported
killed or missing during the Pueblo Revolt, The refugees who were able to reach the
EI Paso country numbered 1946 p·ersons. Of these 155 were able to bear arms. At
least 500 were servants, and among these there must have been a number of Pueblos
and Apaehes. Adding the number of killed and' missing to the number of refugees
gives a total of about 2347, including servants. These statistics are in Autos tocantes
al Alsamiento de los Indios de la Provineia de la Nueba Mexico. 1680-1681. A. G. M.•
Provinci as · Internas, ~omo 87, Exp. 6. It is <oapparen't from many manuscript sources
that during the fifteen years preceding 1680 New Mexico suffered from the double
me;'ace of famine and Apache raids. so that the total of 2347' on the eve of, the
revolt in 1680 may represent
total population lower than that of 1665-1670. In
any case. the "maximum probably never exceeded 2500.
'
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attached to the land for its own sake that was but a normal
. result of the passing of time; but in the seventeenth century
true colonists as distinguished from the soldier-citizens and
and their breed were few.
It is impossible to estimate the proportions of Spaniards, creoles, and castes. In the beginning there was
clearly a considerable number of Spanish born ·citizens and
a.sprinkling of. foreigners such as Portuguese, Flemish, and
.French, but in time this group became a small minority.
In 1680-1681, it is evident that more than eighty per centperhaps ninety per cent-->-of the population were natives of
the province itself.'" This fact itself illustrates clearly the
lack of any considerable colonizing population. But in this
majority of New Mexico boni there were many who were of
mixed blood. There is no way to determine the amount ,of
mixture but there is reason to believe that it was considerable. The reader of the contemporary documents cannot fail to notice the incidental statements and evidence indicating that mixing of blood was frequent, and that many a
man of pure European blood married an Indian; a mestiza, .
or even a negro caste. This was inevitable in a comm~nity
which not only lived with the Indians and was outnumbered
by them and dependent upon them, but which received comparatively few new colonists. Moreover, many of the col-:-.
onists were themselves mestizos.
Social distinctions, insofar as they existed, were much
simpler than those in New Spain. If there was. any' difference between Spaniards and creoles in the beginning, it
was rapidly wiped out, for the Spaniard had no chance in
a community which received few recruits from outside.
Certainly ··no difference was made between Spaniards and
creoles with respect to the few local and military offices to
which· men could a·spire. .Such differences as may have
existed were' probably between persons of pure European
blood and the half-castes.' But the position of the halfcastes in New Mexico was undoubtedly better than in the
45.

This is indicated by the muster rolls of 1681.
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more densely settled' areas of New Spain. Life on the fron, tier put men on their own,and if a .mestizo made a good soldier, he was a welcome member of the community. Many
of them attained high military rank, and some became alcaldes mayores or members of the cabildo of Santa Fe.
But despite the easy and free intermingling of classes·
and despite the fact also that no man could attain any great'
measure of wealth in New Mexico, there was Clearly a fairly
well defined. local aristocracy based on family, service' to .
the Crown, and· worldly possessions. The contemporary
documents bear unconscious witness 'to the prominence of a
few families who were descended from' the loyal associates
of Onate, 'or from men who had migrated to the province
early in its history. 'Loyal service to the Crown was their
'proudest boast and many of' them enjoyed the rank 'of
hidalgo that was granted to men who had served a term of
years in the province"" Sons followed fathers in the pr<rfession of arms and as holders of local political and military'
office. These men formed the core of that small caste of
professional soldier-citizens, that small standing military
force ready to do escort for the friars or to,llead hastily
raised levies against the nomads. It was this group which
set the stand~rdfor the ,rest, which ·upheld military tradi~
tions on a far away frontier. . They were true professional
servants ofthe Crown. Their wealth was greater than that
of families of lesser social standing; the best lands were
theirs; they had greater opportunities to engage in trade; ,
and they probably received .the best encomiendas. In the
main' they tried to keep their blood pure,but in this' respect
they battled against heavy odds.
A few of these families are worthy of especial notice.
There was the Lucero de Godoy family, for example,consistent producer of soldiers and officials of rank. Another
was the Gomez clan, fiercely loyal to civil authority' in case
46. The ".0rdenanzas . .'. para 108 nuevas descubrimientos," provided for grant
of this .privilege to. first settlers in ,new areas and by cMula of JulyS. 1602, it ,was
specifically granted to soldiers who served for fi";e years du'ring the conquest and paci.
cation of New Mexico. A. G.. '~. ReaJe.!'C~llE.is y .6rd en e.s. Dlllllic~d~': Torno' 4.
f. 47.
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of conflict with the Church. Still another was the Doming'\lez de Mendoza family which produced the most distinguis~ed soldier in New Mexico in the seventeenth century."
Other families of prominence were the Marquez, Romero,
Baca, and the Duran y Chavez lines. These names appear
in the, documents of the early seventeenth century, and in
the muster-rolls formed in 1680-1681 subsequent to the
'Pueblo Revolt these same names are there.
But this discussion of the prominence of a few families does not imply the existence of any considerable degree
of social refinement. On the contrary, New Mexican life
was characterized by a roughness, a lack of luxury and
refinement, a crudeness, and a striking degree of ignorance
that is apparent throughout all the documents. Moral
laxity was widespread and a man's frailties were quickly
known. Truth was not a jealously guarded virtue. Charges
of false witness appear frequently in the contemporary q,ocuments, and there is ample proof that they were' often justified. The influence of the Indians' was apparent in many
ways, but none more strikingly than in the prevalence of
superstition in the practice of which they were apt teachers.
Finally, the province received its quota of fugitive criminals
and riff-raff, the off-scourings of the mining camps farther
south.
Formal education was practically non-existent. The
youth of the better families entered the military service at
an early age, and the rough Indian warfare became their
school and preparation for life. Father Bena~ides waxed
enthusiastic about the mission schools where "reading, writing, singing and instrument playing" were taught. 48 Whatever may have been expected from these'schools in the be- '
47. I refer here to Juan Dominguez de Mendoza. who served for some fifty years
from about .1640 to 1690. He held every military rank open to a citizen of the province. and was frequently commander of the troops sent out to the frontiers against the
Apaches. He was lieutenant-governor four times. 'In 1684 he was leader of the expedition which visited the Jumano country in central Texas. Servicios personales dei
Maestre de Campo Don Juan Domingues y Mendoza. Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid.
Ms. 19258.
48. Memorial (Ayer edit.), p. 22.
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ginning, tney soon became little more than pious hopes.
Father Perea, whose more than twenty years of'service in
the province &s compared with the, less than four years
which Benavides served, was probably' a more reliable witness. In,1632 he wrote to the Holy Office deploring the general conditions of ignorance and the prevalence' qf superstition.'" If the friars maintained schools, only a small
group of children ever received instruction in them. A few
Indians were taught to serve as interpreters, to assist at the
altar, to' sing in the choir, and the' children from the more
prominent families of the soldier-citizens received an elementary training. Some indication of the illiteracy of the
provinceniay be gained by censulting the muster-rolls. In
1681, when plans were being made to attempt the recovery
of the province after the tragic events -of 1680, the governor
called for a general muster of available men. As each man
passed muster, he testified concerning the country of his
birth, how many horses and mules he could offer for the
campaign, and the condition of his weapons. Those who
could sign their own names did so, and in the case of those
who could not, it was so stated. In one of these lists we
find the names of one hundred and forty-seven persons able
,to bear arms, and of these one hundred and thirty-one were
natives of New Mexico and sixteen were natives of Spain
_and Mexico. ' Eighty-five of the total could not sign their
own names and of these' eighty-two were natives of New
Mexico. Only three out of the sixteen Spaniards 'and Mexicans were able to sign."" In the case of women the illiteracy
was worse. Many women appeared before the agent of
Inquisition during the years 1626 to 1680 and more than'
ninety per cent could not sign their depositions. In 1631,
when thirty-three women testified, not one of them could
sign. Frontier conditions these!
'49. Friar Estevan de Perea to the Holy Office. 10 Nov., 1631. A. G. M. Inquisici6n, Torno 372, Exp. 19.
50. These muster-rolls are in Testimonio de autos originales. remitidos por dn.
Antonio de Oterrnin, Govr. y Capn. Gra!.' de las Provas. de la N., Mexico. . . • aI
Exrno. Sr. Conde de Paredes . . ., 1681, Mexieo. Biblioteea Nacional, Legajos Series,
Leg. 2. doc. 2.
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Most of the non-aboriginal inhabitants of New M.exico
lived' and died in the province with few contacts with the
outside world. A few soldiers were able to visit the mining
camps of Parral and Santa Barbara, or, in rare cases, Mexico
City itself, but for the great majority-and this was true
especially o~ the women-the upland plains and mountains
of New Mexico and its neighboring frontiers were the extent
of -their experience. For them the arrival of the mission
supply caravan every three years was an event of importanc'e and it was eagerly awaited. New faces always
appeared then; and often a new governor or a new prelate.
Even the soldiers of the caravan escort were looked upon
'as persons of some importance and several of them quickly
found a prominent place in provincial life.
Whatever of elegance and luxury many citizens knew
was found in the life of Santa Fe, the capital of the province. Santa Fe was a sprawling town like hundreds of
others on the frontier. In the center of the villa was the
plaza, near which were b,uilt the important buildings. It
was the center of town life. There the soldiers assembled
on review; there the citizens came, out to welcome a new
governor or a new prelate; and there in the center of it
were the gibbet and the whipping post. The most important
was the Casa Real situated on the 'north side of the plaza.
This building which still stands was a low, rambling structure, unpretentious and plain. It was there that the governor and his retinue lived; there also were work-rooms,
shops, and store-rooms for supplies. Nearby was the Casa
de Cabildo which, according to report, was a ramshackle
affair. It served the double purpose of meeting-house for
the cabildo and local jail. One of th,e complaints made
against Governor Mendizabal'in his residencia in 1661 was
that he neglected to provide the cabildo with better quarters,
_but perhaps he thought that the place was good enough, for
it was reported that he said that the cabildo, his mule, and
his negress were all one! The other buildings of importance
were ecclesiastical structures, the church,the convent, and
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the infirmary.. Only one of these buildings still stands, the
Church of, San Miguel. The private dwellings of the' citi-,
zens were one-story adobe and stone buildings of a few,
rooms. The streets-if there were streets-were probably
none too wide and were deep with dust.
The population of Santa Fe in the seventeenth century.
was never more than a few hundred. Besides the governor
and the clergy the most. important, inhabitants were the
professional encomenderO'-soldiers, for their obligations as,
.encomenderos included not only milit~ry. service but also
formal citizenship in the Villa de Sl;tnta Fe. In short, the·
Indian tributes were used to assure a minimum population
for the capital of the province as well as a standing military
force. If many of these soldier-citizens also acquired estancias in the country, where they could suppleme~t ·their en,.
comienda revenues by agriculture and' stockraising, the
, obligation of formal citizenship was not removed:' In addi-,
tion to these citizens and their families, there were a few
artisans, a few floaters who came and went with the mission
supply caravans, now and then a few mining prospectors;'
and numerous house servants, slaves, and Indians. Santa'
Fe was a cross-section of the entire community' from the
highest to the lowest, from. the best-to the worst.The ordinary round of'life, must have been mon~tonous;,
broken now and then by the arrival of a new gover~6r, the
events of an Indian campaign, the hanging ofa criminal at
the gibbet, or the scandal caused by a brawl over a card
.51; This citizenship obligation is indicated in several incidental statements in the,
documents. For example, in 1636 Governor Baeza and Custodian Quiros disagreed over'
,the obligations of the encomenderos ,to act as escort without pay for friars going to'
dangerous mission areas. The governor insisted that the sole obligation was 'to
"assist'" in the Villa of Santa Fe.-". • . para q asistiesen en esta uilla de Sta, fee
donde abien de hazer besindad y no para otra ninguna cossa mas de les hordenare !'ol:
goueror," etc. Auto, Sept. 27, 1636. Diferentes Autos de molestias Hechos a los
Vezos.,de la nua. mexco. Por Los Religiosos y la sooerania Conque Vsen Jurion.' A.
G. M., Provincias Internas, Tomo 34, Exp. 1. Baeza was wrong in his insistence that
the grants of encomienda did not imply an automatic obligation to do escort duty. but
his statement about citizenship in Santa 'Fe was no doubt correct. Governor Men- .
dizabal, who governed the province from 1659 to 1661, sometimes summoned encomen.
deros from the country to Santa Fe, much to their disgust, for such summons fre-'
quently interfered with management Of their farms and herds.
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table. The men spent much of their time in the saddle;
either in _some form of military activity or in managing
their farms and herding their livestock. For the women the
duties of childbearing and the home were a heavy burden,
lightened only by the aid of Apache slaves or servants from
the pueblos. For both mEm and women recreation and
amusements were few. For the men there were the gambling tables, the rough sport of the plaza, or obliging amigas
of whom there was apparently no lack. For the women
there were the treasured associations of bosom friends, end":
less gossip about some local scandal, or the consolation of
an Indian servant who knew how to prepare potions and
powders guaranteed to bring back the love of a wayward
. husband. .The Casa' Real, where the governor and his
retinue lived, was the social center of the community. The
soldiers spent many a long winter evening there in conver":
sation with the governor, eagerly listening to his tales of
other lands, of Peru, of New -Granada, and of encounters
with the buccaneers in the galleon service. From him they
borrowed a few books, for in the lists of belongings of Governors Mendizabal and Pefialosa we find such books as Don
Quixote, Lebrija's grammar; and a few devotional works.
Some of the governors tried to bring with them to New Mexico the trappings of position. Governor Mendizabal and his
wife brought a carriage, a fine bed and bed hangings, gilded
writing des'ks, silver plate, expensive clothes, linens, velvets,
silks, cordovan boots, etc. Perhaps they had an eye for
business, for they did not fail to avail themselves of the
opportunity to make a neat profit by bartering some of this
finery for goods or property of local New Mexican origin
thatwould find a ready sale in New Spain. Even a battered
writing desk was worth at least one Apache slave girl, perhaps two, in a land where the capture of one more Indian or
so meant little effort. For both men and women the church
and the convent offered another means of escape from the
monotony of existence. In the pageantry of the mass and
in the processions which now and then passed through the
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streets, the citizens saw a little of what in distant lands
the gorgeous splendor of the Church~ The friars were the
one'really learned class in the comm,unity, and in private
conversations with these men and in the sermons which
they preached, the people heard the best standards of speech
in the province. A friar was usually a welcome visitor in
the home, for he, like the governor, had seen other places
and other lands. Some of them brought the solace 6f
medical skill and knowledge, and it is just that we should
paus~ to note the name of one of these early -ministers of
mercy-Friar Ger6nimode Pedraza.
Primitive ,Santa Fe! Venerable Santa Fe ! A raw
frontier community, but also an outpost for Spain and the
Church. For all their vices and lack' of refinement theciti- ,
zensof that isolated community far away on the fringe of
things were doing their duty-blindly perhaps, but doing it.
Material rewards came only to' a few. For most men, soldiers and friars alike, the only reward was knowledge of
loyal service to king and the faith.
The fundamental problems of political and religious
experience were essentially the same in Santa Fe as in less
isolated and more cultured centers. Heresy was just as·
great a sin there as in Mexico City,-greater, perhaps, because the influence of unorthodoxy niight be more immediate. The Inquisition could not afford to neglect even this
northern outpost, and in 1626 the authority of the dread
tribunal was established there. Likewise the basic problems
of the proper relations between Church and State presented
themselves in this struggling community with the same persistence as in Zacatecas, Guadalajara, Merida,' or Puebla,
but because the community was so small and unlettered the
factional consequences of Church and State controversies
cut through to the very foundations of society. From the
Casa Real the governor thundered decrees against prelates
and friars. On the doors of San Miguel were posted excommunications against governor and lowly citizen, and from
its pulpit were read edicts of the faith against heresy and
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apostasy. Long before witches were tried in Salem and men
were punished for free thought in Boston, Santa Fe had
its own witch problem, and men were dragged through i~
streets to do public penance for offending the Church.,
E.

ECONOMIC PHASES OF PROVINCIAL LIFE

The economic life of the province was based on agri..
culture, stockraising, and a primitive commerce.
Agriculture rested solidly· on Indian foundations. The
important crops were mostly the old Indian staples such as
corn, beans, and, in certain areas, cotton. Although new
cereals and new fruits were introduced by the Spaniards,
they never took the place of the older staples. Wheat never
took the place of corn. The Indian always regarded the
new .cereals as something foreign, and even as a sign' of
their submission to a foreign race. At the time of the .
Pueblo Revolt of 1680 some of the Indian leaders demanded
that all foreign seeds and cereals be burned and that they
plant only the good old native corn and ,beans." The new
fruits, which were introduced were found mostly in the
convent orchards and vineyards or' on the estancias of some
of the soldier-citizens. Friar Garcia de San Francisco has
been given the honor of introducing the grape into New
Mexico."" Probably the most important immediate contri- .
bution of the Spanish conquest to the cultivation of the soil
was the introduction of the plow and methods of cultivation
,based on its use, rather than the int:r:oduction of new food
stuffs. ,
Stockraising was a phase of economic life made possible
by the Spanish conquest, for the horse, the cow, the domesticated sheep, and the pig were introduced by the conquerors.
At the missions and on the estancias of the Spaniards, where
62. u • • • que e] dho pope baio en persona con todos los Capittanes de la guerra
y otros muchos Yndios pregonando por los pueblos que . . . quemasBen'las Semillas qU~
Sembrauan los espafioles mandando Be semhrasse mayz y frUol que eran Semillas de sUS

antiguoB," etc. Declaration of Juan, Indian of the pueblo of Tesuque, Dec. 18, 1681:
Autos pertenecientes a el al~amiento de lOB Yndios de Ia Proua. del nuebo Mexco
••• 1681-1682. A. G. M., Provincias .Internas, Tomo 34, Exp. 2.
63. Benavides. Memorial, (Ayer, edit.), note 8, P. 205.
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they worked as da:y laborers, the Pueblos learned the prinCiples of breeding and herding. They slowly acquired a few
animals of their own and were quick to see the advantages
accruing from such possessions, although it 'is clear that the
raising of stock never had such a profound effect on Pueblo
life as it did on that of the Navahos. The Pueblos have always remained true to th~ soil, although they have learned
to use animals as adjunct to cultivation; but. for the Navahos the herding of t>heep has, in recent years, becbmealmost
it tribal profession.' In the seventeenth century the most
important herds were owned by the. mission friars and
were tended by the Pueblo herdsmen.'
Both the cultivation of the soil and the breeding of
stock 'raised definite problems of land and labor. At the
time of the conquest the Pueblos were already in possession
Of much of the best land and the best water rights. 'The
Spaniards in seeking sites for settlement and for farm iand
and range were forbidden to encroach upon the pueblos and
their communal holdings. This' was required, not only
under the general policy of the Crown which had' been
evolved for the protection of aboriginal rights'" but also in
a specific instruction to the governor of the province."" The
Spaniards found it impossible, however, to resist the temptation of good land, water, and accessible labor, and as the
non-aboriginal population slowly increased and as the encomendero :families became more and more attached to the land
8S farmers and breede!s of stock, the land question rapidly
became a major provincial problem. There was land enough;
54.
55.

Recopilaci6n, lib. iv, tit. xii, ]eyes ix, xii; lib. vi, tit, iii, Ieyes xx-xxii.
Instruction to Eulate. 1621: "Assi mismo se a entendido que lOB encomenderoB

de eaas Prouincias y otras personas tienen tambien 6US estancias de los dichos ganados cerca de lOB puebloB y sementeras de lOB indios con que leB hazen muchoB Danos
y para que no los Reciuan Dareis orden' como se panga Remedio en eato tratando de
ello con mucho cuidado y aduertiendo que las estancias de ganado mayor
an de estar apartadas por 10 menos tres leguas de los pueblos y milpas: Y la
Cauallada de los soldadoB Dareis orden que este apartada de los Dichos pueblos y
milpas .a 10 menos tres leguas excepto 10 muy for~oso que esto se Recogera de noche
Y Be ·traera trabado de dia de forma que no haga dano y no prohiuireiB' que los
Dichos indios guarden sus sementaraB y milpas. y laB de los rreligiossos antes
admitireis las\ denunciaCiones que hizieren en Razan de los Danos que Be lea ubieren
causado haziendoles JUBtica breue Y sBumariamentc."
,
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and more, for all who'needed it, except that many lands that
might have been available-and are available now-could.
not be used then because they were exposed to the attacks of
the Apaches. These nomads, sweeping down .on exposed'
herds or cultivated fields, could easily drive off hundreds of
cattle and stock or destroy corn and other grain before
any defense could be organized. Lands had to be close in.
Moreover, the estancieros liked to be near the missions in
order to have a supply of Indian labor close at hand.
The friars were quick to denounce any encroachment on
the communal holdings of the Pueblos by the estancieros,
and the land problem became a source of bitter controversy
between the civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions. There can
be no doubt that the estancietos frequently violated both the
spirit and the letter of the general legislation and the special
instructions to the provincial governor on such matters,
and that sometimes Indian lands were deliberately occupied,
even with the consent and knowledge of the governors and
the lesser provincial officials."" As a matter of fact, some
of the governors themselves engaged in herding,"' and it was
natural that they should adopt the point of view of the lay
.community. On the other hanQ, the friars were not.invul,nerable, for at each pueblo plots of land were set aside to
be cultivated for the friar, and large herds of stock owned
by the mission shared the pueblo range. The civil authorities could not be reconciled to the fact that the Soldiers
.could not legally use the lands of the pueblos, whereas the
friars had use of both cultivable land and range. In 1639
the cabildo of Santa Fe. addressed an appeal to the viceroy
in which it was stated that the friars had more stock than
66. Friar Estevan de Perea bitterly denounced the soldiers and the governor on
this point in a letter to the Holy Office, 30 Oct., 1633. A. G. M., Inquisici6n, Tomo
380, f. 231.
57. HDizese Tambien que Vas el Dicho gouernador feneis en eSBS dichas prouineiRe aIgnnas estancias de ganados mayores. y porque a 1a obligacion vro officio y
leyes de estos Reinos no podeis tener ests grangeria· ni otras estareis aduertido de
ella para no contrauenir a 10 assi Dispuesto por Derecho so ]0 pena del." Instructicift
to Eulate. 1621. Governor Mendiziibal (165.9-1661) acquired cattle, horses, and mules,
which he grazed at the pueblo of Taos, or nearby.
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the citizens; that they had horses in plenty although some
of the soldiers had none; .that each mission friar had one
to two thousand sheep, whereas there were few laymen who
had more than a hundred. 58 The friars always defended
their use of lands 'both for cultivation and for range on three
grounds: (1) that all of their food had to be raised on the
spot and that they had the right to a certain amount of cultivable land and range on that account;· (2) that in case of
famine they frequently fed large numbers of Indians and
Spaniards from their reserves of food and livestock; and
(3) that only by exporting cattle and other livestock could
they obtain. the funds' necessary for the purchase of those
ecclesiastical 'ornaments, vestments, and other church furnishings not supplied by direct subvention from the Crown.
They always asserted also that the complaints made by the
laymen were greatly exaggerated. During the years from
1659 to 1661 this question became a major issue between the
governor and the clergy. The friars stated that the gov'ernor's policy on Indian labor and pueblo administration
had deprived them of the necessary herdsmen, and that they
had suffered a loss of more than six thousand head of stock
at fourteen pueblos. At the mission of Santo Domingo (the
ecclesiastical capital) alone the loss had been more than
one thousand"· These figures indicate either a gross exaggeration on the part of the friars with respect to their losses,
or that they actually possessed livestock in great quantity.
It :was the same old story that characterized the history
of frontier missions everywhere. The clergy took the point
of view that missionar,y enterprise came first, and that the
lay community existed for the protection and support of the
Church in the prosecution of its labors. There is much justification for this pOInt of view in: New Mexico in the seventeenth century, for the religious motive was probably the
58. Letter of the cabildo of Santa Fe to the viceroy, 21 Feb., 1639. Letters of
Roque de Cassaus and others of Santa Fe, 1639. A. G. M. Provincias InternaB, Torno
85, Exp. 5.
59. ProceBo contra Mendizabal in A. G. M., InquiBici6n, T~mo 593; ReBidencia de
Mendizabal, A. G. M., TierraB, Torno 3268.
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·primary factor in the decision to maintain the province in
·1608-1609. Nevertheless it was inevitable that the civil
population should increase and in time acquire an importance equal to or greater than that of the .missions. This
was merely the natural result of colonial expansion and even
the Crown anticipated it in its general policies on mission
administration. Although the friars were clearly within
their rights in protesting against the illegal encroachment
of the estanCias on the pueblo lands, and were inspired by a
genuine desire to protect the Indians, it is easy to understand· why the estancieros were embittered when they saw··
the friars in possession of large herds grazing on the pueblo
.ranges. Lands and water rights were at the bottom of
many a dispute between the Church and State.
The commerce of New Mexico was mere barter, for no
money circulated within the province. If standards of value
were expressed in terms of pesos, that was a mere convenience, for all buying and selling was by trade and exchange.
To say that a cow was worth four pesos merely meant'that.it
was worth four cotton mantas, for if there was any real unit
of value that actually changed hands it was the manta. This
was due, no doubt, to the fact that mantas and corn were the
articles of tribute paid .to the encomenderos by the Indians.
The corn was usually eaten, but· the mantas often became
an article of trade. If silver found its way to New Mexico
at all it was usually in the form either of plate or of bullion, and there was little of it in any form. Barter was the
basis of commerce. An Apache slave was worth four oxen;
a horse was worth two leather jackets, etc.
Intra:"provincial commerce was necessarily limited to
the exchange of a few products. The Pueblos traded among
themselves in cotton, corn, hides, meat, and salt. The turquoise was also a standard article of inter-pueblo trade.
The Apaches came to outlying pueblos, such as Pecos, to
exchange buffalo hides, meat, lard, and an occasional Quivira slave for corn, mantas, knives, and horses. Trade between the Indians and the estancieros was limited usually
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to the exchange of a few agricultural products, or to the
purchase of slaves with cattle, horses, and other livestock.
.Trade between New Mexico and New Spain was carried on even iIi the face of great difficulty. The main route
.of trade was between Parral and the Rio Grande, the same
as that followed by the mission supply caravan. A lesser:
trade route was from the middle Rio Grande to Sonora by
way of the Mimbres valley. The exports from New Mexico
were limited to a few products such a:s salt, pinon, hides,
mantas,livestock, and slaves. The imports were in part .
. luxuries and in part certain necessities that New Mexic9
could not produce. Iron and hardware of all kinds, but especially axes, hammers, saws, plow shares, keys, locks,
wagon tires, nails, and crowbars, had to be imported from
New Spain. Among the luxury goods were chocolate and
sugar, the fine leathers, boots and' shoes, linens, silks, velvets, and other articles of clothing. Guns, sabres, and powder and, ball formed another group of imports, but these
were usually furnished by. the Crown. Both the friars and
civil authorities imported .paper and ink and a few books
on law, grammar, and theology. The mission supply trains
brought medicines and a few fancy groceries for the infirmary, 'and carpets, vestments, candelabra, vessels, and altar
coveririgs for the service of the churches.
Export and import involved an expenditure of considerable capital, so that only a few persons could afford to
engage in it. Merchants of Zacatecas and Parral sometimes "staked" a trader with a supply of ,goods to be taken
to New Mexico to be exchanged for New Mexican products.
Within New Mexico there were few private individuals who'
had the capital or the necessary means of transportation to
undertake inter-provincial trading ventures. The friars and
the governors were' probably the most important exporters.
The friars exported livestock to the mines of New Biscay,
and used the proceeds in the purchase of vestments, organs,
images, and other church accessories. The governors were
able to use their official position'to accumulate supplies of
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hides, coarse textiles, salt, and pinon, and a goodly number
of slaves to be resold in New Spain on their return. Some
even had the foresight to import supplies of hixury goods at.
the time of their arrival in' the province which they ex:'
changed for goods of local origin. Both the friars and the
governors made use of the mission supply caravan and its '
military escort for the transportation of their goods and
for protection of the trail herds. This early trade between
New Mexico and the mines of New Spain met real needs and
paid good profits. The Santa Fe trade was old long before
the days of Young, Becknell, and Armijo.

